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Welcome to CPH LIVE 2023. Where should you fly? Scandinavia of course!  

 

Why fly in Scandinavia? 

✓ You can take advantage of adjacent ATC positions during the event 

✓ Many popular and beautiful routes. 

✓ Stunning scenery available from several high profile developers 

 

Top destinations 

- Stockholm (ESSA) 

o Capital of Sweden and one of the most popular routes. Great ATC all the way, and you will be sure 

to find real life flights, at ANY time of the day. Beautiful scenery for this airport by Orbx 

- Oslo Gardermoen (ENGM)  

o Capital of Norway and the most popular Scandinavian route both on VATSIM and IRL. A 

wonderful flight along the coast of Sweden, and inwards of the fjord of Oslo. 

- Gothenburg (ESGG) 

o Perfect for the short sector. At only 40 minutes, this small flight supported by any aircraft type is 

ideal. Combined with the new Orbx scenery, it is for sure one of the most entertaining flights in 

the Scandinavian network. 

- Bergen/Stavanger (ENZV/ENBR) 

o If a slightly longer route is what you fancy, this airport pair on the coast of Norway is the way to 

go. Challenging windy approaches sometimes, and well as stunning visuals by Aerosoft. 

- Scandinavian Mountains (ESKS) 

o The newest airport in Scandinavia. Located between two ski-sport resorts, this is a perfect 1:30 

leg for a full airplane with tourist. The brand new Orbx scenery only adds to the experience 

- Helsinki 

o Even though a bit farther away, Helsinki is an idea route, if you wanna spend some time towards 

your destination. As the last Nordic capital, it is an interesting route thru Fennoscandia.  
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Airport info:  

Airport Flight 
Time 

Airlines Scenery available from Common A/C type and 
Airline 

Arlanda (ESSA) 1:40 SAS,Norwegian Orbx (Payware) A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 

Gothenburg (ESGG) 1:00 SAS Orbx (Payware) A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 
Scandinavian Mountains (ESKS) 1:30 SAS Orbx (Payware) A320,737 

Gardermoen (ENGM) 1:45 SAS,Norwegian Aerosoft (Payware) A320,737 ,Dash 8 

Oslo Torp (ENTO 1:45 Widerøe Aerosoft (Payware) Dash 8 

Stavanger (ENZV) 1:45 SAS,Widerøe,Norwegian Aerosoft (Payware) A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 

Bergen (ENBR) 1:50 SAS,Widerøe,Norwegian Aerosoft (Payware) A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 

Trondheim (ENVA) 2:30 SAS,Norwegian Aerosoft (Payware) A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 

Aalesund 2:35 SAS Orbx (Payware) A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 

Tromsø 3:20 SAS Aerosoft (Payware) A320,737 

Helsinki 2:10 SAS,Finnair,Norwegian Aerosoft (Payware) A320,737 

 

Scenery 

We recommend the beautiful Swedish airports by Orbx, all very new, as well as Jo Erlands and A-team’s stunning 

work of the Norwegian and Finnish airports from Aerosoft. 

Airlines 

- Scandinavian Airlines 
o Biggest and most common carrier. While SAS normally used CRJ and ATR for their domestic 

operation, it is also common to see an A320, or even a 737 once in a while, meaning you can 

choose basically any aircraft of SAS’ fleet 

- Norwegian Airlines 
o Second largest carrier. Operating a pure 737 fleet making your options limited, But all routes and 

well suited for 737 operation 

- Widerøe 
o The Norwegian Dash-8 carrier offers many Norwegian routes out of EKCH. Stavanger, Oslo, 

Bergen and even Kjevik (ENCN) are very common destinations for WIF. If you want you can even 

create more 

- Finnair 
o If Finland is your destination, then Finnair is a nice choice with their A320 series, visiting 

Copenhagen from Helsinki many times daily 

- Jettime 
o Danish Wetlease airline. Because of the nature of this company you can embark in their 737-300, 

737-700 or 737-800 and basically operate any sector inside of Scandinavia, only your imagination 

sets the limit 

Planning 

 We recommend using Simbrief or PFPX to plan your flight to local airports. 

 

 

Enjoy your flight! 


